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SUMMARY 
 

The Dow's short term support is 12,100, while any countertrend bounce would 

ideally stop where it closed today. During this most recent descent, the VIX has 

been firm and ahead of the stock market, as was the case when the equities 

were falling "for real." (See VIX for explanation.) While the Nikkei has gained 

against the Dow, none has done so more than the precious metals. 
 

 

NIKKEI 
 

The Nikkei fell less than the Dow through to Monday's low; similarly, yesterday's 

rally in the Dow was greater than the one in Japan. 
 

All-in-all, the Nikkei has turned the corner versus the Dow, with confirmation. 

Simply, the tragic tsunami actually marked that turning point. 
 

YEN 
 
With the Japanese and Americans competing to see whose printing presses are 

sturdier, it's wise to not stay in the middle of it. As discussed in the July, the put 
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strategy lost 50% and nothing on the short side of any security can work if the 

underlying stays up too long, regardless the strategy. 
 

In short, I haven't been right since I forecast a decline to 116. After that, it has 

just been a misery. Okay, everyone has a loser, eh? 
 

 

DOW 
 

My mentor taught me long ago that the market attempts to give the impression 
that critical news has been and may be set aside in the short term at least, by 

following the dissemination of that news with a (perhaps major) rally. 

 

Well, once again the market has done just that. 
 

Yesterday's 200-point rally ran in the shorts, which served the banks' and Fed's 

purposes (the insiders). Today's low-volume rally was ominous. 

 

Last week's terrible sentiment and market action is something players in the US 

would like to shrug off as a European matter, but, regarding the specific issue of 

banking crises, I strongly advise readers to carefully read the following quote 

published in these pages 11 weeks ago: 
 

May 1, 2011 
Alistair Barr: 

 

The U.S. bank sector was downgraded to negative from neutral Thursday by the IRA Advisory 

Service on concern about renewed weakness in the housing market. "The outlook for housing in 

2011-2012 is grim at best," said Christopher Whalen, managing director at Lord, Whalen LLC, 

which produces the IRA Advisory Service. "Most of the large banks with significant servicing 

operations in our coverage group are still not yet at the peak of home foreclosures." Residential 

and commercial property in the exurbs of cities like New York, Boston and Washington will likely 

come under renewed downward price pressure as 2011 proceeds, partly because gasoline prices 

are close to $5 a gallon, Whalen added in a note to clients. Many bank forecasts for revenue, 

profit and credit costs assume that house prices will rebound in the second half of 2011, he 

noted. If that doesn't happen, bank revenue and earnings could stay under pressure for most, if 

not all, of 2011 and 2012, Whalen explained. "Our worry for the next 12 months is that in 

addition to flat to down revenue and narrowing margins, the U.S. banking industry could see an 

increase in credit expenses," Whalen wrote. "The Street is not anticipating such an eventuality." 

 

May 29, 2011 

"A final technical note: When indicators become so oversold, it is often sign  of  

trend  change,  more  than  any  buying  opportunity:  rookies beware! Simply, 

ALL taken together in this section, there will be an utter debacle in the stock 

market, as forecast earlier this year." 
 

July 4, 2011 
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"...This past week's dramatic short covering rally was accompanied by hopes of 

economic recovery; the story was manipulation, and nothing more. 
 

"The Dow has already rallied 70% and has provided an entry point for short   

term   (3-month)   traders   to   go   short   using   corresponding strategies. I 

forecast a pullback followed by a rally that consumes time more than price. 

Whatever happens, the pattern will have been one that fools most of the 

traders into not being short at all at....until it is too late." 
 

Two business days later, the Dow peaked before succumbing to a 400-point 

decline (the latter was followed by yesterday's 200-point rally). Please see 3- 

month chart which follows here: 
 

Please scroll to next page. 
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VIX 
 

The excerpt below was written at what proved to be the VIX's perfect low and 

(please see 3-month chart which follows), thereby, the ideal entry point for 

shorting the market. 

 

July 4, 2011 

"The 6-month daily VIX chart on the preceding page illustrates last week's smash 

to its neckline support at 15, where it also formed a right shoulder to the chart's 

head of this April's 2nd half." 
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During previous declines in the market this year, the VIX refused to rally much. 
 

Now, however, big players are setting up their delta  hedges (among other more 

plain strategies), so that profits may accelerate the more the market falls (more stock 

is hedged); simply, the more the market declines within the time frame of the expiry 

period of the options in question, the more stock that is hedged (or profit for 

institutional speculators, as the case may be). 
 

GOLD 
 

December 6, 2010 
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“Among the arguments was that corrections are so powerful that they are 

disguised by actually moving higher during those corrections, as eager long term 

buyers (such as Easterners) absorb whatever gold that silly Westerners are dumb 

enough to let go.” 
 

“2011 belongs to the mega-bulls, and readers will still more clearly appreciate why 

I have advised investors to maintain 50% of all liquid wealth in this one true 

currency.” 
 

May 15, 2011 

"However, gold's possible target (1400-1450), as well as the fact that the  

200-day  moving  average  has  beautifully  defined  the  metal's uptrend, is 

rather obvious to the global marketplace; so, be ready if it doesn't happen." 
 

May 29, 2011 

"The recent declines in the precious metals and their equity indices were/are part 

of secular up-trends that have very, very far to go." 

 

"Elliott and other  forms of technical analysis of the chart on the next page 

suggest a possible bottom at a 140, but every time I come up with 

alternatives (as I must), it seems that the correction was already done...consistent 

with an ever-accelerating bullish pattern." 
 

"As the chart below illustrates, for now, gold's smash at week's end left a positive 

divergence in the stochastic. There has been neither a break of its trend-channel 

nor its 200-day moving average." 
 

July 4, 2011 
"As the chart below illustrates, for now, gold's smash at week's end left a positive 

divergence in the stochastic. There has been neither a break of its trend-channel 

nor its 200-day moving average. 
 

"Given my comments in the silver section below, there is nothing that would 

surprise me to the upside in this one true currency." 
 

The above comment was written during the long weekend following the July 1 

low which can be seen on the GLD (gold ETF) 3-month chart, on the next 

page. 

 

Gold rewarded readers with a quick $120 rally and is potentially prepared to 

correct with the equity markets, following a minor and unconfirmed high before 

the weekend (another $20?). 
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Of course, any trend may reverse to the downside at any time. Short term 

traders should be out, while asset allocators and long term wealth preservation 

strategies haven't traded an ounce more than once or twice since $500. 
 

 
 

 

 

SILVER 
 

May 15, 2011 

"More likely, any continued correction would be one that is more comprised of 

time than price. Therefore, diagonal call spreads are appropriate now." 
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July 4, 2011 

"It is such relentless Eastern buying that dwarfs any seasonal considerations, 

which may be an over-preoccupation for domestic investors. Once again, wealth 

and power continues to be transferred from West to East and Eastern strategies 

cast aside most other considerations." 
 

"Thursday's action in silver looks to me like the Dow's low of a week ago  
Thursday,  when  the  Dow  put  its  bottom  for  this  most  recent move." 

 

As with gold, the July 4 letter was followed by a sharp rally, $7 in from bottom to 

top. Also in common with gold, I suspect that there will be a minor and 

unconfirmed new high over the next day or two. 
 

Of course, this matters most to traders, rather than investors! 
 

SKGS went long January/October call spreads within 20 cents of the bottom 

(around $32.40), and then partially exited around $37. Thereafter,  we went 

100% long again 2 and 3 days before the most recent low  (June 23, June 24). 

 

Once again, I partially sold at the high 2 days ago. We must  wait to see how 

this summer shakes out but revision may be necessary, since silver may be 

proving to be too strong to expire the October short calls. 

 

If the equities decline and drag the metals down with them, we'll be in the 

driver's seat to adjust as necessary. 
 

Please scroll to next page. 
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Simply, SKGS is again holding a hot hand in silver....and again doing pretty well 

everywhere else (except the Yen, which we have all but abandoned (please see 

NIKKEI above). 
 

 

ASSET ALLOCATION 
 

The breakdown remains: 

 

50% gold 
25% Swiss Franc 

25% US Dollar 
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Sid Klein 
 

 

LEGAL NOTICE:  This market letter is the work product and intellectual property of Mr. Sidney Klein.  It arises out of his 

training and profession as an international  expert on financial equities.  It is a private correspondence  from Mr. Klein to 

his subscribers.   Any person who copies or otherwise disseminates  this letter becomes subject to international  criminal 
and/or civil prosecution under the Universal Copyright Convention and the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 

and Artistic Works.  Nearly all countries in the world have signed both of these Conventions and have pledged to enforce 

them through their own legal systems.  In addition, Interpol may be called upon to assist in the international enforcement 

of these Conventions  through its processes of arrest and extradition.   If you are the recipient of a copy of this market 
letter, whether through the internet or by facsimile, you should immediately report to Mr. Klein the name of the person or 

entity         that         sent         it         to         you.          Send         your         email         to         sidklein@sidklein.com. 

 

DISCLAIMER:   This market letter is intended  to assist in the dissemination  of information  to private subscribers.   The 

information contained herein represents Mr. Klein’s best efforts in good faith to advance knowledge to his clientele, but 

there can be no implied guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.  The information is given as of the date appearing 

on this market letter, and Mr. Klein assumes no obligation to update the information or advise on further developments 

relating  to the information  provided  herein.   No solicitation  to buy or sell securities  is intended,  and none should be 

inferred.   Investments  are inherently  risky, but investment  risk itself is a function of individual  preferences.   Thus any 

opinions, recommendations,  or judgments  expressed in this market letter are of necessity abstract and general.  They 

must be modified, accepted, or rejected by individual subscriber/investors  whose risk averseness cannot be known to Mr. 

Klein. 


